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The city of Detmold and the company name Neitz had been well known for industrial oven manufacturing 
and supplier for automotive and emballage industry for more than 50 years. Caused by economic 
changes in the early nineties they closed down business. 
 

Foundation of sellacan  
 
The know-how in oven construction, collected during decades, was threatened to get lost, when Mr 
Dietmar Raupach and some experienced alumni of Neitz took a chance to start again in March 1996: 
 
Company „sellacan“ was founded! This name is to be understood as a product related word play, the 
German term “verkauf eine Dose” turned to „sell a can“.   

 
Subsequently the following steps lead into metal 
packaging industry, especially the area of drying of 
sealants for glass closures. 
For this application, by now more than 250 mesh belt 
ovens have been delivered to six continents! 
 
Continuous growth and technological development 
 
In the further course sellacan added the field of brazing technology with different furnace lines for brazing 
of aluminum heat exchanger. 

 
In the past years, sellacan has achieved a unique selling 
proposition almost worldwide with its Batch type Brazing 
furnaces, specially developed for the segment industrial heat 
exchangers or small-scale productions.  

As yet, in 100 projects customers decided for sellacan 
furnaces to braze aluminum heat exchangers. 

 
 

 

The range of supply was completed by incorporating tempering 
furnaces particularly for heat treatment of crankshafts. 
 
Whether in Germany, Brazil, USA, Russia, China or Vietnam, 
crankshafts are heat treated in a sellacan-Oven.  
 
Global players like Volvo, SCANIA, BMW or VW are in the  
meantime part of sellacan clientele.  
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Dedication and motivation of all those involved lead to success and growth, so that a new building with 
following expansion at the location in Lage became necessary. Today sellacan is a well-positioned 
midsize company. 
 
With regard to trendsetting technologies like electric mobility we are developing new designs of our 
systems for changing applications and demands of our customers and face economic and technical 
change with innovative produces. 
 
With Heart and Soul 
 

Occupational lifework and pride of Mr Raupach is the establishment of a distribution 
system and a reliable international network, which also allowed sales during economic 
crises and secured the company´s survival. 

 

sellacan offers its customers the complete package from 
consulting and planning to design, manufacturing and 
assembly. 
 

All key components as well as external service providers 
have been brought together, forming a competence team to 
have  the  professional expertise clustered.  

This   also includes the practice-oriented training of our junior employees. 
 

           „Together we´re strong!“ 
In order to provide also mechanic and electro technical installation and start-up  
Works or service and maintenance after having sold a line, a service system was established. By this 
network customer´s requirements can be short termed executed under consideration of country-specific 
standards. 

 
Outlook 
 

In order to cope with the necessity of internationality and globalization, ways and forms of management 
off the beaten path are searched. 
First actions have been taken in 2018, also to have sufficient time with regard to a proper transfer of 
company management at a future age-related retirement of Dietmar Raupach. 
 
Not everything went smooth in the past, and we couldn´t as well measure up to everybody´s expectations 
– this claim can unfortunately not be realized in business life. But, summing up we can rightly say, that the 
25 years sellacan-story has been and already is successful. We can proudly point to more than 600 
projects all over the world! 
 
We would like to express our sincere thanks for cooperation to our customers, business partners, 
suppliers and last but not least our dedicated employees. Together with you we will face the coming 
challenges! 
 
Unfortunately the planned anniversary celebration has to be postponed due to the continuing Corona 
pandemic. A date will be timely announced on our homepage, and we want to cordially invite you already 
now to this celebration.  
 
 
Dietmar Raupach  
Managing Director 
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